Let T and ro both be nonsingular, complete, connected curves defined over an algebraically closed field K. Let J and J0 be the Jacobians of T and ro respectively. Finally, suppose tt: T -T0 is a normal unramified covering and v0: J -* JQ, tr*: JQ -J, the usual induced maps on Jacobians. The kernel of jt,, H, is an algebraic subgroup of J. Let H° denote the connected component of H. One can ask for the number of connected components of H. When K -C, the complex numbers, and <tt: T -ro is a double cover, then it is classical that [H: H°] = 2. In this situation H° is called the Prym variety and its study is of great interest (see [2, Lecture IV] ). Our main result is Theorem. // G is the covering group of it: T -ro, then H/H° *¡ G / [G, G] .
The proof will be given in §1. The form of the result is reminiscent of class field theory. In fact, the well-known connection between abelian covers of ro and isogenies of J0 can be exposited in a natural way using this theorem. We sketch this connection in §2.
There are similarities between the material presented here and the work of Y. Kawada and J. Täte in [1] . In particular, some of the cohomological calculations presented in §1 can be found there as well. For this reason we have not gone into great detail in some of the proofs.
We would like to thank Professor Joe Harris for raising the question of computing the index [H : H0].
1. Let tf), 9, and G denote the divisors, principal divisors, and divisor classes on T. Let J C G be the divisor classes of degree zero. We identify J with the Jacobian of T. All these groups are G modules. Let E = K(T) and F = K(ro) denote the function fields of T and T0 respectively. E/F is a Galois extension and its Galois group may be identified with G. We begin by presenting a number of lemmas. Proof. From (0) -vf -¿D -Q -(0) we conclude H'\G, G) * H°(G, 6P) by Lemma 2. From (0) -**-£*-<:P -(0) we conclude H°(G, 6P) * //'(C, K*) by Lemma 3.
Finally, since K is fixed under G, H\G, K*) * Hom(G, K*).
Lemma 5. //"2(G, c ) = (0).
Proof. Using the same arguments as in Lemma 4, we find H2(G,G) * //"'(G, vP) * WU(G, K*) = K*/K*" which is trivial since A: is algebraically closed.
Here n = | G | . By tracing through the definitions it is possible to describe the maps a and ß explicitly. Let y, G T. Then for o E G, ov, -y, G "J, where bar denotes the class of the divisor oy¡ -y,. The map a is induced by the map o -ay] -y,. As must be the case, a does not depend on the choice of yv As for ß we begin by noticing that an element of NJ/ICJ is represented by a divisor tP such that N<3 = (a) is principal. Since A'tf is invariant under G we must have aa = x(°")a f°r aH o E G where X( a ) E K*. The map & -X induces ß.
We need one more lemma.
Lemma 6. ICJ -H° (recall that H° is the connected component of H = Ker wm).
Proof. As a mapping from J -J we have N = jr*»,. Thus ker trt is contained in ker N. Clearly ICJ E kerw,. By Proposition 1, NJ/ICJ is finite. Thus it suffices to prove that ICJ is connected.
Since J is connected, so is (a -1)7 for all a E G, and so is the product U(o -\)J. Map this product to J by summing the coordinates. This is a continuous map, so the image is connected. The image is precisely IGJ.
We are now ready to prove the theorem. The proof will follow from Lemma 6 and Proposition 1 if we can show ker/3 = ker 7tt/IcJ.
From its explicit description it is clear the image of a is contained in ker trm/IGJ. Thus ker/? E V.tririt/IcJ and we must show that the reverse inclusion holds. Let 62 be a divisor whose class represents an element of kerv^/^J.
Then ttt& = (a), a principal divisor on T0. Thus N@ = ir*mJ3, = tt*(a) = (tr*a). Since G fixes tr*a we see that ß of the element of ker irm/IGJ corresponding to 6? is the trivial character. This establishes the reverse inclusion and completes the proof of the theorem.
2. We begin by recalling how isogenies of the Jacobian of T0 give rise to abelian coverings of ro.
Fix y0 E T0 and map ro to J0 by 8 -» 8 -y0. Call this map i0. Let X: A -> J0 be an isogeny, i.e. A is an abelian variety, A is an onto homomorphism from A to J0 with finite kernel N. Form the fiber product T0 Xy A. Recall that as a set this consists of all pairs (8, a) such that i0(8) = X(a). Projection onto the first coordinate makes ro Xj A into a normal covering of T0 with covering group isomorphic to N. In fact, for n E N let an(8, a) -(8, a + n). Then on is a fiber preserving automorphism and {on I n E N) is the whole covering group.
An important fact is that every unramified abelian covering of T0 arises in just this way. We now indicate how our main theorem can be used to give a natural proof of this fact.
Let it: T -» ro be an unramified abelian covering with group G. Let y, G Y and let y0 = 7r(y,) G T0. Define t: T -J by t(y) =y -y, and t0: T0 -J0 by t0(5) =8 -y0. We then have the commutative square: r -j The covering group of T0 XJaA -ro can be identified with G as follows; for a G G, 0(8, a) = (8,a + a(o)).
We define a map/from r to ro Xy A as follows At) = My).ÏÏy)) where the bar denotes the coset of t(y) modulo H°.
